
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Mon. 6 Feb. 2023 

Compiled Mon. 6 Feb. 2023 12:01am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty multiple personalities.‖ 

 

The Iraqi Dinar has been Reinstated, it traded all last week and has officially RV’d 

Global Currency Reset Funds Were Released Over this Past Weekend 

All Tiers Will Receive Funding This Week 

Tier 4B Will Likely be Liquid by Tues. 7 Feb. 

 

Saturday’s Chinese Spy Balloons floating over the US and South America were said to actually 

be Deep State EMP Electromagnetic Pulse Military Weapons doing Test Runs. The Biden/ 

Obama Administration, in connection with the Chinese Communist Party, were planning to start 

World War III by attacking the US and South American Electrical Grid Systems. Though, the 

White Hats were in charge and have taken care of the situation. 

 

Thinking Ahead 

February 05, 2023 —#4873 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

It has been said that if we fail to plan, we plan to fail. Instead of concentrating on what to do, 

you should zero in on who you are to be. If we trust the Lord, who sees what we cannot, He will 

help us in our plans to succeed. 

…Joni Hilton 

 

Judy Note: On Sun. 5 Feb. afternoon I received word that had come down on Fri. 3 Feb. from 

a very High Up Source that Iraq RV‘d last week and such would soon be officially announced. 

They also indicated that over this past weekend RV funds began processing, with Reno started 

on Sat. 4 Feb. This coming week funding would be available to all Tiers, with Tier 4b (us, the 

Internet Group) likely seeing liquidity by Tues. 7 Feb. 

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/february-05-2023-4873-music-and-the-spoken-word.html


 Because Restored Republic via a GCR Updates were being redacted, you might want 

to read the un-censored original versions at the end of the Updates on Dinar Chronicles: 

See:  Judy Byington | Operation Disclosure Official 

 The Brunson Case again goes before the Supreme Court on Fri. Feb. 17.  It asserted 

that 385 members of Congress, plus Biden, Harris and Pence, broke their Oath of Office 

to protect the Constitution and called for removal of those traitors from office for failing 

to investigate 50 allegations of fraud in the 2020 Election. The case now rested on one 

question, ―If there is no penalty for breaking the Oath of Office, then why have it at all?‖  

 Loy Brunson explained: https://rumble.com/v280x5d-loy-brunson-speaks-about-case-

supreme-court-no.-22-380.-feb.-17-2023-

confer.html   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWsy80yOm9s&feature=youtu.be 

 You can support the Constitution by sending a letter in support of the Brunson Case 

22-380 to the Supreme Court: https://rumble.com/v27wgtq-send-your-letter-to-the-

supreme-court-in-support-of-the-brunson-case-22-380.html  

 

A. What We Think We Know as of Mon. 6 Feb. 2023: 

 On Sun. 29 Jan. 2023 the Iraqi Dinar was listed on the ISX Nasdaq and began being 

traded. 

 As of Tues. 31 Jan. 2023 the US Inc. fiat Dollar officially transitioned to the new 

gold/asset-backed US Note. 

 As of Wed. 1 Feb. 2023 the US Inc. fiat Dollar, British Pound and European Euro were 

no longer recognized as legal tender anywhere in the world; the Iraqi Dinar was 

reinstated and banks were using the new Quantum Financial System. 

 On Thurs. evening 2 Feb. 2023 the Iraqi Dinar was revalued with the street Rate locked 

in at $3.93 – the release celebrated with fireworks on Iraqi streets. 

 On Fri. 3 Feb. partial funding was released by the Chinese Elders so that the funds could 

begin processing through the Tiers.  

 On Sat. 4 Feb. Reno began processing their GCR funds. 

 Sat 4 Feb. 9:30 am EST Texas Snake: “Communications are hot and heavy between 

location banks and upper bank members. My banker advised me to stay very alert with 

phone charged and close over the next 24-48 hours.‖ 

 Sat. 4 Feb. MarkZ: ―I am getting exceptional news out of Iraq this weekend. If I had one 

or two more verifications in this vetting process I probably would already have come on 

showing you the golden shirt …I feel we are that close.  The news has been phenomenal 

out of Iraq and the region…Redemption Center folks have not been called in yet. They 

are still very hopeful…and I think this will be a long week for them. This excitement 

level is making it hard. CMKX was the stock ticker for CMKM diamonds and one of the 

most successful law suits won against the SEC and the US government won by the 

Attorney Al Hodges.‖ 
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 On Sun. 5 Feb. Tweets from people in Japan indicated that the RV had happened over 

there. 

 Sun. 5 Feb. 2023 Ginger in Wolverine’s room: “Monies dispersed. In Tier 3, those who 

hold historical bonds, have a paymaster that sees to it that his/her group receives their 

proper funding as soon as Tier 4B goes. Liquidity for all! This paymaster signed his NDA 

pretty recently as well. Then the cutoff of communication happened about a week after 

that. This kinda helps us all see how close we are. Be encouraged.‖ 

B. Sunday, 5 February 2023 Kat Anon Update: BRICS 

 Gene Decode: BRICS is being used to implement GESARA globally.  

BRICS is linked to STARLINK and the QFS 

 Charlie Ward: China is leader of BRICS w/1.5 BILLION people. China & 

Russia decided to do deals with oil w/o the Deep State US $ India also on 

board. India has 1.5 BILLION people….so that‘s 3 BILLION people off DS US 

fiat $. Russia came on board with OIL & instead of using the DS US $ they 

used Gold-backed Currency w/India & China. THAT‘S THE ―SECRET‖ 

QFS HIDDEN BEHIND-THE-SCENES ASSET BACKED CURRENCY. So 

that‘s BRICS 

 WE’RE SEEING THE COMPLETE COLLAPSE OF THE OLD SYSTEM. 

 The gold-asset-backed U.S. $ - the U.S. Note [USN] is expected to go live this 

week but will take 9-months to roll out. 

 As of 2-1-23 the paper US Dollar $,  Euro & Pound ARE WORTH NOTHING. 

 Exciting 3 months of TRANSITION. When USN goes live it will not be 

public but behind-the-scenes. 

 THIS is when NESARA / GESARA kicks in. 

 We’re seeing the complete collapse  of the tax systems—IRS & Inland 

Revenue: https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/02/05/kat -anonup-update-brics/ 

 Australia to Remove British Monarch from Banknotes: Diana RED : 

Australia will remove the British monarch from its banknotes replacing Queen 

Elizabeth II‘s image on its $5 note  with a design honoring Indigenous 

culture,  the Central Bank said on Thursday. The decision to leave King Charles 

III off the $5 note means NO MONARCH WOULD REMAIN on Australia‘s 

paper currency. https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/02/04/kat-anonup-update-australia-to-

remove-british-monarch-from-banknotes/ 

 American Patriot : GCR ALL must fall. ALMOST EVERY EUROPEAN 

COUNTRY HAS DENIED the Cabal‘s new proposed fiat digital banking 

system (the Great Reset) which would have meant  their continued full control 

of all monies across the globe through digital currency that had no [asset] 

backing. 
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 ishjay1960: ASSET BACKED CURRENCY: Zimbabwe is backing its 

currency with Diamonds, most BRICS countries are using Gold/precious metals  

but currency can be backed with oil, land, & other tangibles. 

https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/02/04/kat -anonup-update-australia-to-remove-

british-monarch-from-banknotes/  

 The US Already Defaulted on its Debt... 3 Times, Heresy Financial: Many 

Americans are not aware that the United States has already defaulted on its 

debt. In fact, the United States has defaulted on its debt three separate times in 

U.S. history. And given the current situation that the US government finds 

itself in, we are going to see that default is the only option from here on out. It 

is a question of when, not a question of if. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRal4XYOTwI 

C. Global Currency Reset: 

 Iraqi Dinar Entering the Global Financial Market: 

https://dinaresgurus.blogspot.com/2023/02/iraq-news-accepted-into-egmont.html 

 Global Wealth Transfer News: https://www.bitchute.com/video/fmk75TukSrU2/  

 Dr. Kia Pruitt: Gold and Silver are Legal Tender (Money) in Almost all 50 States | Dinar 

Chronicles 

 Iran Announces Sepam System Connecting Iran Banks with others in 13 Countries: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/iran-announces-sepam-

system-connecting-russia-iran-banks-and-others-in-13-countries 

 Russia and Iran to Integrate Banking Systems: 

https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/02/04/iran-and-russia-to-integrate-banking-systems-to-

bypass-western-sanctions/ 

 Iraqi Currency Crash Halts After Meeting with US Officials: 

https://apnews.com/article/us-department-of-the-treasury-istanbul-iraq-business-

c00b9e2ae4e4c5ea2081e7857817672e 

 Dr. Kia Pruitt: America is on the Gold Standard | Dinar Chronicles 

 MilitiaMan and Crew: Iraqi Dinar in Focus, Central Banks | Dinar Chronicles 

 Katisthesea: But there are a lot of countries that have already DETACHED themselves 

from the [DS] US $ BRICS: Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa already left. They 

represent over ½ of the world‘s population. https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/02/04/kat-

anonup-update-msm-covering-up-gcr/ 

 Toxic Debt Addiction Will Lead To Fatal Economic Destruction -Gold Loves Chaos — 

Dinar Recaps 

 PART 1 – Understanding our money and future XRP, Stellar with Emily, the 

Cranker and Charlie Ward: https://www.bitchute.com/video/tyclKWpyEwCm/  

D. The Real News for Sun. 5 Feb. 
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 White Hat Officers Detained After Failing Polygraphs: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=216705 

 Helicopters Doing Urban Warfare Drills in San Diego Sat. 4 Feb. Night: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/video-helicopters-

doing-urban-warfare-drills-in-san-diego-last-night 

 IRS Agents have confirmed that you are not required to pay income tax. After proving 

in a Federal Tax Court that they owed no monies to the IRS, Patriots Ken and Barbara 

Cromar were twice visited by SWAT Teams in their quiet middle-class neighborhood, 

arrested, their fully paid for home repossessed and sold, and all possessions thrown in 

unknown dumpsters including expensive equipment Ken used to make a living – but that 

didn‘t stop them fighting for the last five years to reinstate their rights in cases working 

their way to the Supreme Court through a corrupt court system. Read the Ken and Barbie 

vs. Goliath IRS story ―Babylon is Falling‖ : February « 2023 « (cedarhillscitizens.org) 

 Sun. 5 Feb. BREAKING: FAA grounds flights and temporarily restricts airspace off 

parts of North Carolina and South Carolina coast, military aircraft observed on radar 

circling in restricted zone. 

 Hunter Biden’s Biz Partner Busted with 1,850 Boxes of Classified Docs: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=216721 

 President Trump vs. The Deep Swamp - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Here Are the 100 Congressmembers That Voted Against Resolution to Denounce 

Socialism (resistthemainstream.com) 

 Facebook And Instagram Issue a Threat to Project Veritas: 

https://resistthemainstream.com/afacebook-and-instagram-issue-a-threat-to-project-

veritasfacebook-and-instagram-threaten-to-permanently-ban-project-

veritas/?utm_source=telegram 

 JUST IN: Large-scale Internet blackout in Italy. 

 Queen Diana: JFK Jr. helped me stay alive and believe it or not, JFK Junior is ALIVE! I 

met John F. Kennedy Jr. in 1995 in New York. John asked me to pose for the cover of his 

political magazine and I agreed to it. I didn‘t know that a simple meeting between me and 

him would SAVE MY LIFE! John knew the plan that the Royal Family made. He started 

warning me about it and one thing led to another! From that moment on, I knew that I 

wasn‘t alone in this WAR against BAD PEOPLE! The American government tried to 

assassinate him but they didn‘t know that he knew EVERYTHING!  

 John Kerry Investigation: https://pjnewsletter.com/john-kerry-investigation-

gop/?utm_source=BA01&utm_medium=email&utm_content=5850698 

 

E. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring: 

 New Report Finds U.S. More Lenient on Child Sex Changes Than European 

Countries. https://resistthemainstream.com/new-report-finds-u-s-more-lenient-on-child-

sex-changes-than-european-countries/?utm_source=telegram 
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 Child Sacrificing Satanic Temple Opens Abortion Clinic: Satanic Temple Opens 

Abortion Clinic Where Patients Undergo 'Religious Ritual' Before Pregnancy 

Termination - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 March 15 1995 US Congressional Hearing by the President’s Advisory Committee 

on Human Radiation Experiments.  

MKULTRA Victim Testimony B Christine Nicola: (Nicola‘s testimony has been 

erased from the Internet) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXDASDDrDkM    

http://goo.gl/tGuKg8 

Christine Nicola (age 32) testified that she was in CIA Mind-Control experiments from 

1966-1976, ages 4-14. She was subjected to radiation, drugs, electrodes and sexual abuse. 

She was kept tied in a cage by a Dr. Green‘s office at Kansas City University, but 

sometimes escaped and read reports in Dr. Green‘s office addressed to the CIA and 

military personnel. Her father Richard Ebner was involved. The experiments that took 

place at Kansas City University in 1966 also involved other children. Later she was taken 

to Tucson Arizona. They used trauma to terrorize her, control her mind, split her mind 

into parts by creating multiple personalities and train her to be an assassin. At age 12 in 

1974 they decided she was too rebellious and for the next two years until 1976 they tried 

to reverse her programming. 

Nothing ever came of the results of the Congressional Hearings. Nicola later died under 

suspicious circumstances. 

F. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax/ Drugs Hoax: 

 At Least 1 Billion Dead Or Disabled From CV19 Bioweapon - Dr. Betsy Eads w/ Greg 

Hunter (Video)  

 MIT Professor Calls for Immediate Stop of mRNA COVID Vaccine: Evidence Shows 

‗Unprecedented Level of Harm‘: https://resistthemainstream.com/mit-professor-calls-for-

immediate-stop-of-mrna-covid-vaccine-evidence-shows-unprecedented-level-of-

harm/?utm_source=telegram 

 “Vaccinations are a time bomb" a doctor wrote in the year 1936. ―I have never seen an 

unvaccinated person with cancer." Other doctors said the same thing, that vaccines attack 

the Immune System 5 years, 10 or 40 years later. 

 Whistleblowers come forward to share horrific information about the covid jabs, how 

the jabs are causing a stillbirth epidemic and how they cause infertility amongst women. 

 Valley Fever Could Spread From Southwest, Researchers Warn: 'New Cases Emerging' 

(resistthemainstream.com) 

 Official UK document from the Ministry of Health reveals Covid never existed. This 

now being the case means the masks, lockdowns, vaccines and PCR tests were all acts of 

criminality. This needs to be shared so the public realize the hoax is now officially in the 

public domain. 

 KISSINGER QUOTE – 2009: "Once the herd accepts mandatory vaccinations, it's 

game over. They will accept anything - forcible blood or organ donation - "for the greater 
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good"…. ―We can genetically modify children and sterilize them - "for the greater good". 

… ―Control sheep minds and you control the herd. Vaccine makers stand to make 

billions. And many of you in this room are investors, it's a big win-win.‖ 

 The growing body of evidence strongly indicate SARS-CoV-2 was human-engineered. 

ANYONE who is not interested in finding out who is responsible for the pathogen that 

killed nearly 7 million people… is an enemy. 

 Everything You Need To Know About The Lab Leak (But Were Not Allowed To Ask): 

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/everything-you-need-know-about-lab-leak-were-

not-allowed-ask 

G. Chinese Spy Balloons were Deep State EMP Electromagnetic Pulse Military Weapon 

Test Runs (EMP Blasts) 

 These Chinese Spy Balloons are not Spy Recon Operations like the Deep State 

Mainstream Media is reporting. They are EMP Weapons. The Deep State Biden/ Obama/ 

Chinese Communist Party allies are getting ready to assert an EMP takedown of the US 

and South America Grid to cause chaos. They are doing EMP test flights with the 

balloons. 

 The CCP, NATO, Deep State US Military Regime (Rockefeller/ Rothschilds/ Obama/ 

Clintons/ Biden Deep State are preparing to create a full war against China to remove XI 

inside the Deep State CCP Operations by blaming him for the War. 

 The US Military was given orders not to shoot down the balloons. (The orders 

actually came from Biden/Obama and their Deep State Military force). The Chinese 

already know where all the U.S. missile silos are using their SATS for years. 

 Sun. 5 Feb. Colombian military spotted a balloon in country‘s airspace. 

 The White Hats knew these EVENTS were COMING long ago and let them stage their 

Deep State Plan. 

 Cheyenne Mountain Military Command Center was well aware of what's happening 

and were letting the current U.S. captured Operations by the Deep State CCP and Obama 

take place. 

 Everything was leading to Military intervention. Military Courts will go after the 

Deep State US Military captured operations. These Events will clean the US of foreign 

occupation and the CCP buying and owning US territory. 

H. Spy Balloons and Biden Crime Family: 

 This is finally hitting some news outlets: The balloons were EMP beta test runs. ( CCP 

with CIA Pentagon). 

 Joe Biden is a Foreign Agent: https://rumble.com/v27yyq2-joe-biden-is-a-foreign-

agent-the-case-is-closed-ep.-1941-the-dan-bongino-sh.html 
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 White Hats: Montana Balloon was Deep State, Not Chinese: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=216625 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/high-altitude-chinese-spy-balloon-tracked-

montana-airspace-near-icbm-fields 

 Second so-called Chinese Spy Balloon Spotted: 
https://www.oann.com/newsroom/second-chinese-spy-balloon-spotted/ 

 Pentagon: Another Chinese spy balloon over Latin America. ―We are seeing reports 

of a balloon transiting Latin America. We now assess it is another Chinese surveillance 

balloon,‖ press secretary Brig. Gen. Patrick Ryder says. 

https://www.disclose.tv/id/1621680747814813696/ 

 Q) The Storm Rider: The CHINESE BALLOONS ARE *EMP WEAPONS...[They] are 

currently doing EMP test Fights with the balloons and TESTING the EMP. 

BALLOONS). (views: 1744) 

MrFusion -- Saturday, 4-Feb-2023 10:52:18 

 NEW: Mike Adams: Chinese SPY BALLOON is actually an EMP weapons platform (31 

min) 

 UST NOW: Reports of third Chinese balloon flying outside the United States. 

 Department of Defense confirms Chinese sky ship was spying on strategic areas and 

that it was being tracked while in Canada, says its intelligence collection activities were 

'monitored' 

 General Mark Milley in 2015 declaring that China is not our enemy: Mark Milley held 

secret calls with China in 2020 undermining Trump. Mark Milley gave the order not to 

shoot down the Chinese spy balloon.   

 NOW - U.S. military has just shot down the Chinese spy airship over the Atlantic 

Ocean after letting it fly over the country for days. 

 Montana Authorities Address ‗Massive Explosion‘ Rumors in Sky Where Chinese Spy 

Balloon Was Spotted: https://resistthemainstream.com/montana-authorities-address-

massive-explosion-rumors-in-sky-where-chinese-spy-balloon-was-

spotted/?utm_source=telegram 

 As it turns out, US authorities were well aware of the unidentified object that had 

entered American airspace on Jan. 28 that had then left and re-entered over North Idaho 

on Tuesday. But with such a high-profile trip at stake, keeping it on the down-low was 

key. However, on Thursday, a Billings, Montana, resident spotted the balloon on 

Wednesday, February 1, around 5:30 p.m. local time, and the next day, a local Montana 

paper published a report about it. Later that day, late Thursday afternoon, the Pentagon 

finally confirmed the existence of the balloon. Officials who spoke to Bloomberg claimed 

by that time it "became visible in Montana," President Joe Biden had already been briefed 

on the balloon and the White House was "scrambling to decide whether to blast it from 

the sky" - despite five days of monitoring it. Useless President. 

 

I. Must Watch Videos: 

 Sun. 5 Feb. Charlie Ward: Charlie Ward & Jason Q Qurrent Events Stream 2/5/22 - A 

TRAITOR? - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=216625
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/high-altitude-chinese-spy-balloon-tracked-montana-airspace-near-icbm-fields
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/high-altitude-chinese-spy-balloon-tracked-montana-airspace-near-icbm-fields
https://www.oann.com/newsroom/second-chinese-spy-balloon-spotted/
https://www.disclose.tv/id/1621680747814813696/
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=216648
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=216648
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=216648
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=216654
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=216654
https://resistthemainstream.com/montana-authorities-address-massive-explosion-rumors-in-sky-where-chinese-spy-balloon-was-spotted/?utm_source=telegram
https://resistthemainstream.com/montana-authorities-address-massive-explosion-rumors-in-sky-where-chinese-spy-balloon-was-spotted/?utm_source=telegram
https://resistthemainstream.com/montana-authorities-address-massive-explosion-rumors-in-sky-where-chinese-spy-balloon-was-spotted/?utm_source=telegram
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/02/jason-q-qurrent-events-stream-2522-a-traitor-must-video-3654124.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/02/jason-q-qurrent-events-stream-2522-a-traitor-must-video-3654124.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/02/jason-q-qurrent-events-stream-2522-a-traitor-must-video-3654124.html


 Sun. 5 Feb. Charlie Ward: SG Anon & Charlie Ward: Shocking Intel Update!! (Video) 

| Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 5 Feb. Michelle Fielding: New World Order Has Been Halted!! Quantum Financial 

System, NESARA, Blockchain, Trump NFT Update!! | Alternative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sat. 4 Feb. Situation Update: Situation Update: Deep State Spy Balloon Shot Down By 

US Military! Biden Regime Sends Long Range Missiles To Ukraine War To Attack 

Russia! Vatican Evil Revealed! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sat. 4 Feb. SGAnon: New SGAnon Intel Latest Update February 4th 2023 | Prophecy | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sat. 4 Feb. SGT Report: SGT Report Breaking: Vax-COVID Prosecutions To Begin In 

Switzerland & Possibly Thailand! - Attorney Todd Callender & Dr. Lee Vliet - Must 

Video | Health | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

J. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

K. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/02/sg-anon-charlie-ward-shocking-intel-update-video-3788138.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/02/sg-anon-charlie-ward-shocking-intel-update-video-3788138.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/02/michelle-fielding-quantum-financial-system-trump-nft-update-3788127.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/02/michelle-fielding-quantum-financial-system-trump-nft-update-3788127.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/02/michelle-fielding-quantum-financial-system-trump-nft-update-3788127.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/02/situation-update-deep-state-spy-balloon-shot-down-by-us-military-biden-regime-sends-long-range-missiles-to-ukraine-war-vatican-evil-revealed-we-the-people-news-3654111.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/02/situation-update-deep-state-spy-balloon-shot-down-by-us-military-biden-regime-sends-long-range-missiles-to-ukraine-war-vatican-evil-revealed-we-the-people-news-3654111.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/02/situation-update-deep-state-spy-balloon-shot-down-by-us-military-biden-regime-sends-long-range-missiles-to-ukraine-war-vatican-evil-revealed-we-the-people-news-3654111.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2023/02/situation-update-deep-state-spy-balloon-shot-down-by-us-military-biden-regime-sends-long-range-missiles-to-ukraine-war-vatican-evil-revealed-we-the-people-news-3654111.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/02/new-sganon-intel-latest-update-february-4th-2023-2538053.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/02/new-sganon-intel-latest-update-february-4th-2023-2538053.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/health/2023/02/sg-report-breaking-vax-covid-prosecutions-to-begin-in-switzerland-possibly-thailand-attorney-todd-callender-dr-lee-vliet-must-video-3049001.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/health/2023/02/sg-report-breaking-vax-covid-prosecutions-to-begin-in-switzerland-possibly-thailand-attorney-todd-callender-dr-lee-vliet-must-video-3049001.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/health/2023/02/sg-report-breaking-vax-covid-prosecutions-to-begin-in-switzerland-possibly-thailand-attorney-todd-callender-dr-lee-vliet-must-video-3049001.html
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4


to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

L. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

M. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of February 4, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/02/03/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-february-3-

2023/ 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of February 2, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of February 1, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 31, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 30, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 28, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 27, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/02/04/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-february-4-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/02/03/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-february-3-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/02/03/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-february-3-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/02/02/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-february-2-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/01/31/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-january-31-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/01/30/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-january-30-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/01/28/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-january-28-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/01/27/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-january-27-2023/

